Abstract-Current computational resources are leading electromagnetic computer aided design towards brute-force approaches, where global optimization techniques are taken into account and reduced knowledge of the actual electromagnetic behavior is considered. Within this strategy, the design development time increases dramatically.
I. INTRODUCTION
Increasing deployment of telecommunication services is urging microwave industry to speed up product development time, where not only prototyping and final tuning steps in the production line have to be reduced, but also simulation time to achieve an actual electrical design by means of electromagnetic computer-aided design (EM-CAD). Performing robust electrical designs has thus become of paramount importance, and powerful numerical techniques capable of predicting electromagnetic behavior are at the heart of this robust design. However, current computational resources are leading EM-CAD design towards brute-force approaches, where global optimization techniques are considered and reduced physical insight of the actual electromagnetic behavior is taken into account. The design development time can by no means be decreased following this trend.
Finite Element Methods (FEM) have proven to be helpful in solving the time-harmonic Maxwell's equations for the analysis of microwave devices. As a result, microwave engineering not only stands upon full-wave analysis to accurately predict the electromagnetic behavior before construction of microwave circuits, but also to actually design their electromagnetic response. However, we are still lacking deep understanding of electromagnetic phenomena and only rather experienced microwave engineers are able to develop complicated electromagnetic designs.
In this last framework, reduced-order models (ROM) may be of help. Indeed, model order reduction techniques are as valuable as FEM analysis if the reduced-order model is a reliable surrogate of the original problem [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] . Efforts should be placed in getting circuit information out of these reliable reduced-order models and in presenting this circuit information in a suitable form to provide physical insight about the electromagnetic behavior, namely, a coupling matrix representation of the physics [9] , [10] .
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Let us consider a two-port microwave circuit, namely, a microwave filter, where Maxwell's equations describe the physical behavior. We are interested in the filter transfer function representing the electromagnetic phenomena in this circuit, namely, an impedance matrix transfer function. After discretization of the time-harmonic Maxwell's equations by means of FEM, we get the following linear dynamical system representation of the microwave circuit:
where S and T are the stiffness and mass matrices, x stands for the state-space variable and s is the complex frequency.
Once the state-space variable, which represents the FEM discretization of the electric field, is eliminated from equation (1), the impedance matrix transfer function arises, thus,
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A. Model Order Reduction
In order to propose an effective reduced-order model to obtain physical insight from Electromagnetics in the frequency band of interest, we had better make explicit the different state-space variables that come up in place in order to get the impedance matrix transfer function of the two-port microwave circuit, namely, x 1 and x 2 , each of these arising whenever we are solving the two unitary problems needed to characterize the electromagnetic behavior in the microwave device for any excitation. As a result, the following linear dynamical system arises:
The reduced-order model that we propose draws upon using field solutions for each unitary problem at specific frequencies as basis functions to represent the evolution of the electromagnetic field as a function of frequency. Thus, we carry out Galerkin projection onto the reduced-basis space
s 1 , . . . , s N are complex frequencies in the frequency band of interest, to obtain the reduced-order linear dynamical system:
In here, the solution vector x 1 x 2 is approximated by a linear combination of the elements in the reduced-basis space
As a result,S = P
, and
We refer to [8] for a detailed explanation on the actual automatic adaptive selection of the frequency samples s 1 , . . . , s N in the frequency band of interest while certifying the accuracy of the reduced order model. As a result, a fully automatic and reliable model order reduction is carried out.
B. Circuit Theory Representation in Electromagnetics
Once this reduced-order model is obtained, which is a reliable surrogate of the original Maxwell problem in the frequency band of interest, further manipulations need to be carried out to get some physical insight in the Maxwell problem. In particular, the linear dynamical system (4) describes the physics in the microwave filter within a reduced-order state-space, namely, the reduced-basis space. The state-space variablex stands for the actual state of the microwave filter with respect to the basis describing the reduced-basis space. In order to have further insight about the actual behavior of the microwave circuit, a suitable representation basis should be taken into account instead. We prefer the representation basis describing the local resonators in the microwave filter, rather than the basis obtained by means of a greedy algorithm as detailed in [8] . Once this more suitable representation basis is obtained, the reduced-order linear dynamical system (4) will automatically convert into a coupling matrix description [9] with the actual coupling topology among the local resonantors in the microwave filter in Electromagnetics. This serves for electromagnetic design and diagnosis purposes since all electromagnetic phenomena are taking into account.
Most electromagnetic devices are designed based on coupled resonating structures, for instance, this is the case in antennas, microwave filters and multiplexers. In this setting, it is known that the input and output ports do not see the individual resonators in the microwave devices but their corresponding global resonances, namely, eigenresonances or eigenmodes. For example, cf. [11] in microwave filter theory. For the sake of convenient circuit understanding, it is then important to force this global eigenresonance representation basis in the Maxwell problem.
In the reduced-order linear dynamical system (4), an eigendecomposition is carried out to write down the reduced-order electromagnetic problem in terms of global eigenresonances or eigenmodes. As a result of this change of basis, reduced-basis stiffness and mass matrices,S andT , convert into diagonal matrices, giving rise to a linear dynamical system representation of the microwave filter which results into a transversal topology coupling matrix representation of the Electromagnetics in the microwave circuit. Further postprocessing can now be applied to change the representation basis of global eigenmodes into local resonators. As a result, the full-wave coupling matrix in the actual coupling topology among the local resonators in the microwave circuit is obtained.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we apply the proposed reliable circuit model for electromagnetic diagnosis in a N = 10 order 1800MHz ceramic TM mode filter with two transmission zeros. See Fig. 1 , where the intended coupling topology is highlighted. The purpose in here is to understand the actual electromagnetic coupling behavior among the different local dielectric resonators in the structure. The 1.6-1.9 GHz band is taken into account, which gives rise to a reduced-order model of dimension 14, namely 14 eigenmodes are present. Fig. 2 details the S parameter response of this filter. Among these 14 eigenmodes described in the reduced-order model, N = 10 correspond to dominant global resonances (the order of the filter), whereas the remaining 4 stand for parasitics behavior in Electromagnetics. The latter will be taken into account as a direct source to load coupling in the coupling matrix representation. Once this technique is applied, the Norder coupling matrix (6) is obtained for this filter, which reveals that all local resonators actually couple to each other in a greater or lesser extent. In the N-order coupling matrix (6), the intended coupling topology from circuit synthesis is highlighted. These additional couplings are the result of Electromagnetics. However, not only this technique is able to predict the existence of additional unwanted couplings, but also their actual location within the circuit layout and their corresponding coupling values. This information is extremely helpful not only for diagnosis but also in the design process. Having a reliable circuit representation of electromagnetic behavior allows a better understanding of the physics in microwave engineering. 
IV. CONCLUSION
A reduced-order model in FEM analysis has been detailed. Special emphasis has been placed in determining a circuit theory representation within the reduced-order model in FEM analysis. The proposed technique has been applied for electromagnetic diagnosis in microwave devices. A fullwave coupling matrix representation, namely, a circuit theory representation of electromagnetic phenomena with the actual coupling topology among the local resonators has given rise to a better understanding for CAD in Electromagnetics.
This procedure represents the frequency behavior of the field solution as a linear combination of field solutions at properly chosen frequency points, which stand for a basis for the reduced-basis space. A proper change of basis has been carried to determine first, the eigenbasis which converts the reduced-order linear dynamical system into a transversal topology coupling matrix and, second, the basis which brings the actual coupling topology among the local resonators up in Electromagnetics.
